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This poem was written by Robert Louis
Stevenson at a time when they did not
understand the complications of low ceilings
like we have in the Alberni Valley. They did
not realize the disastrous results of breathing
in smoke or the danger of wildfires.

AUTUMN FIRES
In the other gardens and all up
the vale, from the autumn
bonfires see the smoke trail!
Pleasant summer over and all
the summer flowers the red
fire blazes, the grey smoke
towers.

All they saw was the romance of the burning,
the awesome pillars of smoke reaching for
the sky, the exciting sounds wood makes as it
burns and the pleasing sight of the red and
yellow flames burning bright against the near
darkness of dusk.

Sing a song of seasons,
something bright in all;
flowers in the summer, fires in
the fall.

Don’t try this at home. For one thing, there
are regulations that prevent it and for another,
remember the summer heat has left
everything devoid of moisture. It would only
take a second to start a blazing inferno.
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Letter From The Editor
Hello,
It’s fall once again and the world is winding down.
We can look forward to cooler days and trees
burning with the colors of autumn. The sun hasn’t
left us yet though and we can spend many lovely
hours outside without feeling we are in the furnace
of a giant.
School starts again and just the thought of it gets
my mojo running. School was the great love of my
life and I only left it because a greater love
appeared on the horizon. Nevertheless, it does not
stop me from wanting to buy new scribblers and
pens and opening the first unblemished page on
which to make my mark.

PACIFIC RIM
CARPET CLEANING

Elections are happening in town in October and
we’ve endeavoured to give you a bird’s eye view of
some of the candidates running for the position of
Mayor. This is always an exciting race so, after
weighing all the options, be sure to go out and let
your vote be counted.

15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

Just so you know, my garden delivered an
abundance of peas, beans, carrots and tomatoes
in spite of my haphazard methods.

Anne

BRENT
250-720-5160
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September 2 from 7p.m. – 9 p.m.
CHAR’S LANDING
OLDSEED FOLK
Canada & German folk music
August 31, September 1, 2, 3
TYEE LANDING
47TH ANNUAL PORT ALBERNI
SALMON FESTIVAL
See back page
September 6, 7, 8, 9
GLENWOOD
73rd ALBERNI DISTRICT
FALL FAIR
October 19 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
BEGINNER WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP
with Joanne Thomson Cost $125
NORTH ISLAND COLLEGE Rm: 5108.
Register at Rollin Art Centre 250-724-3412
October 20
ELECTION DAY
BE SURE TO VOTE

PORT
ALBERNI
TOY RUN
Sept 15 and 16
GLENWOOD

TIME
CHANGE

Sat 1 to 4 p.m.
Carnival

November
4th

Sat 8 – 1 a.m.
Dance
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ALBERNI DISTRICT
73rd FALL FAIR
September 6, 7, 8, 9 2018

4H
LOGGERS SPORTS
FOOD VENUES
MUSIC
CRAFTS
RIDES
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47thANNUAL
PORT ALBERNI SALMON FESTIVAL
Labour Day Weekend August 31, September 1, 2, 3, 2018
The 47th annual Port Alberni Salmon Festival
has thousands of dollars in cash prizes for the
biggest salmon caught during the Labour Day
weekend. Last year, there were total prizes
of $55,000 with the winning fish catching a
whopping big $15,000! There are also lots of
hidden weight and draw prizes. Tickets
remain at only $50 per rod.

Among the locations that have produced
winning fish in past years are Pill Point,
Bamfield, Headquarters and San Mateo Bay.
A Friday night fireworks display will open
the salmon festival. There will be continuous
free live entertainment on the grounds and a
wide range of fun attractions and activities
for the whole family, a Bavarian garden for
the adults and a salmon barbecue.

The timing, as always, is for the peak
numbers of returning Chinook coming into
Barkley Sound. Hopefully, this year lots of
big salmon will be weighed in. The largest
ever caught was Art Berlinski’s 60 lb 8 oz
Chinook in the 1982 festival. 2016’s overall
winner, Dan Weatherby, caught a 53.2 lb
fish.

The action will be broadcast live on local
radio 93.3 FM, The Peak.
Salmon festival rules are subject to Fisheries
and Oceans regulations.
This year Tyee Landing, the new fuel dock
facility (off Harbour Road), is the weigh
station for major prizes and festival
headquarters. Weigh-in stations for hidden
weight prizes are China Creek and Bamfield
at Seabeam Marina. Derby Boundaries are
Alberni Inlet line, Cape Beale to Amphitrite
Point. Prize presentations will be at Clutesi
Haven Marina at 4 p.m. Monday.

In 2017, the winners were 1st place Jeff
Addison from Nanaimo – 34.5 lb (Swale
Rock); 2nd place Chris Standish from Elkford
– 32.4 lb (China Creek); 3rd place Justin
Kumagai from Port Alberni (Bamfield).
On Each of the three fishing days, there was a
$5,000 first prize for the biggest salmon,
$2,000 for the second biggest and $1,000 for
third place. The overall largest salmon of the
derby was worth $15,000. Additional draw
prizes of all sorts ensure that the derby
always has plenty of winners.

Tickets can be purchased at Gone Fishin,
Alberni Industrial Marine, Breaker’s Marine,
Beaver Creek Market, Canadian Tire, Jax
Store, Port Boat House and Parksville
Marine.

Derby contestants, with their eyes on the big
fish and the prize money, start honing their
skills and local knowledge by fishing the hot
spots in the Alberni Inlet and Barkley Sound.

Come down and enjoy the music. Have some
BBQ salmon sipping on a cold beer with
friends and help support the local non-profit
groups that benefit from this annual event.
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WHAT’S YOUR LIFE
SEASON?
Spring is filled with growth in life as it
is in the earth. Like all young
creatures, you start out a bud and
grow bigger each day until you reach
your full potential. Your days are filled
with learning; to sit up, walk and run.
You learn to talk, to manipulate, to
express your wants and needs.
Summer offers you long days and
nights and many hours in which to
work and laugh and love. You are
busy building a life and a family and
gathering material things. You
struggle to fit into society, to be
worthy, to belong.

September
30th

In the autumn of your life, as the days
are growing shorter, you can sit back,
relax and enjoy the results of what you
have sown. This is the time to change
gears and work at something else or
take up a hobby you had no time for
before or travel the world if you desire.
It is not yet winter.

250-720-7512
NEW BUILD & RENOVATIONS

Residential & Commercial
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CHRISTMAS STORY CONTEST
FICTION
1500 WORDS OR LESS
SET IN THE ALBERNI VALLEY
ANY GENRE
for guidelines email
marigoldproductions@shaw.ca

THE FLOWER BOXES
on the city streets are still
as beautiful as ever and
will carry us through fall
in style.

A NEW SIDEWALK
graces the hill on
Johnston Road. Anyone
who has trudged up that
gravel path will take
delight in traversing the
walkway.

MILLSTONE PARK
at Victoria Quay and Roger Street has
had new renovations. There are flowers
and picnic tables where the Alberni Inlet
meets the Somass River. You might see
the bears fishing.

INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES
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DON’T FORGET

INSPIRATIONAL
COMMENT

They say that autumn is a second spring.
It is a time when the earth seems to wake
from a stupor induced by the dog days of
summer and stretch her arms to burst into
new life.
We can be inspired by her antics as she
paints new faces on the leaves and she
persists even when the winds come and
dash her handiwork to the ground as if
their preference was for green.

One indicator of the Fall season, as sure
as the leaves change their color or the
Canada Geese head south or the rain
begins to fall, is the appearance of a bright
yellow school bus on our streets.

We should take a page from her book and
open our eyes wide to see what has
become of our own little corner of the
world while we have been enjoying the
lazy, warm days; how we can dust it off,
how we can add some beauty to it, how
we can make a difference to the people
who inhabit it.

It is September, where has the year gone?
and the kids are going back to school so
watch out for small people darting on to or
across the road. Help the school bus
driver breathe a little easier by obeying the
stop signs that come out of the side of the
bus when he is loading or unloading his
precious cargo.

This interlude, between summer and
winter, is our last hurrah, our last chance
to open our arms and embrace life in all
its forms before we have to close our
doors and windows and hunker down
before the cold blasts that are sure to
come our way

Remember too that with the clock being
put back an hour on November 4 and the
reappearance of rain, however welcome,
the roads will become slick and dark with
the reflection of lights from other vehicles
shining up at you giving driving a
nightmarish quality, especially on
Halloween, October 31st.
SLOW DOWN, TAKE CARE
and
BE SAFE.

.
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POWER OF ATTORNEYS
by
Matt Dearin, Notary Public
Online banking has made banking much
simpler for most people from the days of
balancing chequebooks. Nevertheless,
there are still times when people are unable
to handle their financial affairs alone and
need help.

order known as a Committeeship
(pronounced COMMA-TEE-SHIP). This
court order takes months to apply for and
will lead to costly legal fees, not to
mention that the person appointed as the
committee will have to regularly report to
the Public Guardian and Trustee of British
Columbia.

For example, someone could be working
out of town or be away on vacation and be
unable to sign real estate documents. Or,
they could be mentally incapable and be
unable to conduct routine banking, such as
paying bills or sending money to loved
ones.

As it is clear to see, it is necessary to have
a power of attorney to ensure that your
financial affairs are kept in order if you are
no longer able to attend to them.

A power of attorney enables people to
appoint a person, or persons, known as
attorneys to act on their behalf in financial
and legal matters when they are not able to
act for themselves.

Attorneys are legally obligated to act in
your best interest, but the best way to
ensure that your attorney acts in your best
interest is to choose someone you trust.

A power of attorney is only effective while
the person is alive. Upon your death, the
executor of your will would be appointed
to administer your estate.

If you are interested in preparing a
power of attorney, please call our office at
(250-723-9747) to book an appointment.

The majority of the power of attorneys we
prepare are ‘enduring’ which means they
endure and remain effective even after the
person who granted the power of attorney
loses his or her mental capacity.

Matthew Dearin, Notary Public
Clarkstone & Dearin Notary Corporation
4679 Elizabeth Street Port Alberni, BC
V9Y 6L8 Email:
(mailto:matt@dcclarkstone.ca)
matt@dcclarkstone.ca
Website: portalberninotary.com

If you do not have an enduring power of
attorney and you become mentally
incapable, the only way for someone to act
on your behalf is to hire a lawyer to apply
to the B.C. Supreme Court for a court
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GREAT
FALL MOVIE
PICK
MERLE
STREEP

PIERCE
BROSNAN

AMANDA
SEYFRIED

DOMINIC
COOPER

JULIE
WALTERS

STELLAN
SKARSGARD

CHRISTINE
BERENSKI

COLIN FIRTH
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BE A SUBSCRIBER TO

TELL YOUR

THIS MAGAZINE

FRIENDS

This is a free magazine but for a $10.00 subscription
fee our subscribers get:



That this magazine can be READ ON-LINE or
DOWNLOADED FREE onto their kindle or
other device from our website at

HOME DELIVERY FOR A YEAR – 4 ISSUES
THEIR NAME IN A PRIZE DRAW IN EACH ISSUE

Names of winners are drawn by people not
associated with the magazine

marigoldproductionsalberni.com
We are also offering a free download of a

The winning subscribers are

PATRICIA CLARKSON
designer candleholders from

JOWSEY’S
FURNITURE and BEDS

GREAT READ.
It is a chapter of the novel ‘Devil Child’ so you
can get a feel of what the writing is like and how
quickly the tale moves along.
This is the story of a slave but it is not a tale
about slavery.

and

PATTY SCHWARTZ
$50 gift certificate from

DEEP BLUE
SANCTUARY

IF YOU WANT TO SUBSCRIBE CUT OUT AND FILL IN
THE FORM OR COME TO OUR OFFICE OR SEND AN
EMAIL (see

our info on page 3).
You can also view or download the magazine
at marigoldproductionsalberni.com
Yes, I want to subscribe to the
magazine ‘What’s Up Port Alberni’
NAME _________________________________
ADDRESS
____________________________________________
PHONE__________________________________

It is a story of the life of a girl, Trudell, from the
time she is twelve years old until she is thirty. It is
the first book of three that follows Trudell’s
family through five generations.
This free chapter is the point at which her life
changes. She is sold to a new plantation with a
forward thinking owner, Miss Emily, who wants
her to have an education because she is going to
be a tutor to the woman’s small daughter, Grace.
An education is an unusual thing for a slave as
most are not allowed to touch a book or have
FUNNY
writing materials.
The chapter ends when she is summoned from her
duties to the parlor and finds Miss Emily with a
young man who is astonished to see Trudell.
It turns out he is a teacher but he refuses to teach
Trudell because she is black.
“Then you will not teach my child, either.” Miss
Emily tells him “Good day, Sir.”
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YOU ARE WHAT
YOU EAT
When you get an overload of one or the
other you start exhibiting signs of distress
and you feel really awful.

This does not mean that if you eat bagels
every day you will turn into the Pillsbury
Doughboy or if you eat celery non-stop you
will be as thin as Olive Oyl!

This is why doctors recommend probiotics.
It is so you can introduce some good stuff to
your digestive system.

What it means is that how well you are or
conversely, how sick you are depends 100%
on what you eat.

If you are suffering, try not to eat anything
with wheat or yeast in it and I guarantee that
within two weeks, you will be a new you.

In your insides there are enzymes and all
kinds of creatures you don’t want to know
about. Some of them are good and aid in
your digestion and what-not. Others are bad
and cause you nothing but grief.

There are no cravings involved, no calorie
counting, and no going without. Eat as
much as you want of the foods that are yeast
and wheat free. A bonus here is that weight
loss will be a by-product of your efforts.

Two of the problem-causing things we eat
are yeast and wheat.
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HAS TECHNOLOGY IMPROVED YOUR
QUALITY OF LIFE?
NEW TECHNOLOGY LIKE COMPUTERS, SMART PHONES, TABLETS AND THE INTERNET
ARE HELPING PEOPLE TO LIVE HEALTHIER AND MORE INDEPENDENT LIVES
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY IS ALWAYS IMPROVING, LEADING TO LOWER INFANT MORTALITY, CURES FOR
DISEASES, AND MORE IMPROVEMENTS IN QUALITY OF LIFE

HOW CAN TECHNOLOGY IMPROVE YOUR LIFE?


STAY CONNECTED WITH LOVED ONES WITH PICTURES, FACEBOOK AND VOICE & VIDEO CHAT
 SEARCH FOR RECIPES, FAMILY TREES, TRAVEL DESTINATIONS SUCH AS CAMPGROUNDS AND FISHING SITES


RESEARCH FOR VACATION DEALS, BOOK AIRLINE TICKETS, BOOK SEATS, PRINT BOARDING

PASSES
 IMPROVE LIVES OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES SUCH AS VISION, HEARING AND SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS
 ONLINE DATING, AVOID MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES FROM LONELINESS, MEET NEW PEOPLE, LIVE LONGER
 RESEARCH GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS, DOWNLOAD GOVERNMENT FORMS, EMAIL AND SCAN DOCUMENTS
 MAPS, NAVIGATIONAL TOOLS, DIRECTIONS, BUS ROUTES AND SCHEDULES, WEATHER UPDATES

SELF-LEARNING WITH NETWORKING GLOBALLY
 ACCESSING UP TO DATE WORLD NEWS AND PUBLICATIONS, INFORMED OF CURRENT EVENTS AND TRENDS
 MAKE YOUR BUSINESS GROW BY USING TECHNOLOGY FOR BETTER WAYS TO SELL, ADVERTISE & DELIVER
EMAIL US: MARIGOLDPRODUCTIONS@SHAW.CA
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU
LET US KNOW HOW TECHNOLOGY IMPACTED YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE?
WHAT IS PORT ALBERNI LACKING WHEN IT COMES TO TECHNOLOGY?
ANY OTHER QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE?
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NEIGHBOURS
Anna Solda had a lot of talent; she had a passion for cooking, enjoyed games and other
pursuits and travelled. She loved her family, doted on her grandchildren and embraced the
people of Port Alberni as part of her extended family. Anna believed and lived the words
FAMILY and INTEGRITY.
She was known as Mamma Solda, Nonna and Big Nonna
but at heart, she was Anna; the lovely girl who fell in love
with Giovanni, the courageous girl who went halfway round
the world with two small boys, Gianni and Ivo, to follow her
husband to the village of Tahsis on the west coast of
Vancouver Island.
Tahsis, with its gentle climate and surrounding mountains
was like the village she had left behind in Italy. There were
relatives there and friends from the old country and Anna
felt at home. Three daughters were born at Tahsis; Susi, Lori
and Rosa.
Eventually, they all left and moved to Port Alberni but
there were many summers that the family returned to
Tahsis for holidays.
In 1969, Anna decided to start a restaurant. Giovanni
wanted to buy a motel but Anna prevailed and they
bought ‘Betty’s Deep Fry’ and changed the name to
‘Solda’s Restaurant’ and Anna was in her glory serving
up fish and chips and introducing pizza to the valley.
Anna’s cooking skills became common knowledge and
Solda’s became the place to go for good food and great
ambience. Before long, Anna was asked to be a guest
cook at a Home Economics class and she accepted with
great joy and enthusiasm.

The restaurant prospered and Giovanni built the building now occupied by ‘The Bread of Life’
to better accommodate the patrons. Over the years, the business moved and can now be found
at the end of Beaver Creek Road close to River road.
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Anna willingly gave food to hungry people who showed up at her door. Once, there was a
break-in and all that was taken was some Chicken Cacciatore that was cooling in the fridge.
The burglar ate his fill then tidied up, put everything back in place, and left.
“You see, they were hungry,” was Anna’s comment.
Anna’s life was not without pain. She lost a daughter, Lori, and the hurt was so deep, she
refused to have any more family pictures taken. On her eighty-fifth birthday, another daughter,
Susi, talked her into having pictures made and these were compiled into a book which Anna
loved.

“You were right,” Anna said.
She lost Giovanni and outlived all her friends and then had to deal with her
own illness. Throughout it all, her family was there just as she had always been
there for them.
“Mom was there whenever we needed support, advice, someone to talk to or
even just a quiet time with no conversation,” Gianni says.
Anna is gone now but her love and her legacy live on. We will never forget her.

`
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By Nancy Bachmeier
Peru is a country of beautiful mountains and deep valleys and is a place full of mysteries. From
huge geoglyphs on the ground, that can only be seen from the sky, to the sacred mountaintop
city of Machu Picchu to the upper regions of the Amazon River, this country has many
wondrous sites to behold.
Flying from Canada, you will reach Lima, Peru’s capital, in approximately 14 hours. Spend a
day or two exploring this ancient city. Paraglide over the city and the Costa Verde coastline,
take a bicycle tour through Lima or visit the Parque de la reserve, a giant water fountain park
which presents laser shows at night.
Take a trip to the Nazca Lines. Fly over these mysterious lines that are on the ground and see
the many “pictures” of birds, spiders, people and animals and ask yourself, “who were they
made for?”
Travel to Cusco, a UNESCO World Heritage Site located in the centre of the Sacred Valley.
Visit the Plaza de Armas or see Sasayhuamán, one of the many Incan ruins around Cusco.
If Machu Picchu is on your bucket list, make your way to Ollantaytambo. Catch a train or take
a bus from there to Machu Picchu. Or hike the 4 day Incan Trail. Permits are required to hike
and will need to be bought through a licensed tour operator at least 6 months in advance. Best
time to hike the trail is between May through September.
Other spectacular things to see are Lake Titicaca and the floating islands, the Rainbow
Mountains and Haucachina, a desert village oasis for people looking to have fun riding dune
buggies or sand boarding.
For more information on this trip of a lifetime, call Nancy from Dream and Go Travel at
250-731-9645.
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Brown is in vogue for fall and tweed
is back in style try a super-sized coat
or better yet, double up

FALL FASHION
2018
Great fashion should be all
about making women feel good
With the focus on crusading women,
the cape makes a comeback and
pleats are back with bite. Wear them
with pants or chunky soled shoes or
fluffy sweaters. Silk dresses, inspired
by scarves are a must have.
Leather
dresses
for when
you mean
business
are hot

and
blaring
logos are
in .

Are
you
game
to wear
wild
animal
prints
from
head to
toe?
Do you
dare?
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THE OWL
What does he want this bird who stares at me so intently? Does he wonder why I am in his forest?
He looks startled and amazed as if he thinks I am a predator like the larger owls or the other birds
of prey like the eagles and the ravens. This owl’s only saving grace with them is that he is a
nocturnal hunter and he sleeps in the daytime when the others are out searching. He is usually hard
to find but today he is at risk because if I can see him so can they.
Even smaller birds like the blue jay can be a threat to this owl. They are known to raid nests to eat
the young and even if there were no predators to fear, the youngsters in the nest can be a threat to
each other as the larger ones will take all the food and let the others starve. It truly is a cold, cruel
world.
This owl has binocular vision but his eyes are fixed in their sockets so he has to turn his head to see
around him. His head can swivel round 270 degrees so he can see behind him without moving his
body. Because he is far sighted, he cannot focus on objects a few centimeters away. His eyes are
very large in comparison to his skull and this allows them to have exceptional nocturnal eyesight.
He has the innate ability to fly slowly and silently which gives him the advantage over the small
mice, rats and hares that are listening for the slightest noise in the darkness of the night. The silent
flight has been attributed to the formation of his feathers which are larger than other bird’s feathers
and have a serrated edge which reduce the noise of the motion of the wings. As well, the surface of
the flight feathers is covered with a velvety substance that absorbs the sound of the wing moving
making the sound level drop below the typical hearing spectrum of his prey.
One disadvantage of the silent flight is that he cannot use the preen oil or powder dust that other
species use for waterproofing. This means that owls cannot hunt during wet weather and are
sometimes found drowned in cattle drinking troughs in which they have landed to drink or bathe
and cannot get out. Owls struggle to keep warm because of their lack of waterproofing and have
large numbers of downy feathers to help them retain body heat.
He also has asymmetrical ears. This means that his ears are set at different places on his skull.
This placement allows him to determine the direction the sound is coming from by the small
difference in time it takes the sound to reach the left and right ears. He turns his head until both
ears are receiving the sound at the same time and then he is directly facing the source of the sound.
His talons and beak finish the job. The owl uses his talons to crush the head and knead the body of
his prey. When fully extended, they are massive in comparison to his body. They are sharp and
curved. The beak is also curved and down facing which allows his vision to remain clear. His jaws
rip and tear at his prey in a scissor-like motion. He is an efficient killing machine.
24
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DOGS AND HUMAN FOOD
By Dr. Angela Damant, B.Sc.(H), D.V.M
While we love to share everything with our furry friends it is important
to remember that they have very different digestive systems than we do.
Many things that are safe for us to eat can be harmful and even cause
death in dogs.
ALCOHOL
Alcoholic beverages and food products containing alcohol can cause
vomiting, decreased coordination, central nervous system depression, coma
and death. Never give your pet alcohol.
CHOCOLATE, COFFEE AND CAFFEINE
These products all contain methylxanthines which are found in coffee,
chocolate and some sodas. When ingested they can cause vomiting and
diarrhea, panting, excessive thirst, hyperactivity, seizures and death. Note
that darker chocolate is more dangerous than milk chocolate.
CITRUS
The stems, leaves, peels, fruit and seeds of citrus plants contain varying
amounts of essential oils that can cause irritation and even central nervous
system depression if ingested.
GRAPES AND RAISINS
These fruits can cause kidney failure so you should avoid feeding grapes and
raisins to dogs.
MACADAMIA NUTS
Macadamia nuts can cause weakness, vomiting, tremors and hyperthermia in
dogs. Signs usually appear within 12 hours of ingestion.
MILK AND DAIRY
Because pets do not possess significant amounts of lactase (the enzyme that
breaks down lactose in milk), dairy-based products cause them diarrhea or
other digestive upsets.
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ONIONS, GARLIC, CHIVES
These herbs can cause gastrointestinal irritation and red blood cell damage
leading to swelling in the face, panting, seizures and death.
RAW OR UNDERCOOKED MEAT, EGGS AND BONES
Raw meat and raw eggs can contain bacteria such as Salmonella and E. coli
that can be harmful to pets and humans. Bones can also be very dangerous.
Pets can choke or sustain a grave injury should the bone splinter.
SALT AND SALTY SNACK FOODS
Large amounts of salt can produce excessive thirst and urination, or even
sodium ion poisoning. Avoid feeding salt-heavy snacks like potato chips,
pretzels, and salted popcorn to your pets.
XYLITOL
Xylitol is used as a sweetener in many products, including gum, candy,
baked goods and toothpaste. It can cause liver failure in dogs. Initial signs of
toxicosis include vomiting, lethargy and loss of coordination. Signs can
progress to seizures and death.
YEAST DOUGH
Yeast dough can rise and cause gas to accumulate in your pet’s digestive
system. This can cause the stomach to bloat, and potentially twist, becoming
a life-threatening emergency. The yeast produces ethanol as a by-product
and a dog ingesting raw bread dough can become drunk.

Milk and
Dairy

With any toxicosis time after ingestion and the amount eaten are very
important. If your dog has eaten any of the foods listed above, call your
veterinarian immediately and tell them what was ingested, how much was
ingested, and the size of your dog. Do not wait to seek veterinary help.
There are some foods that are very healthy to share with our dogs in small
amounts. Most vegetables are safe, either raw, or cooked and some fruits
like apples are perfectly fine too. If your dog has never eaten these foods
The information provided is for educational purposes only and is not
intended to take the place of your regular veterinarian. Please don’t hesitate
to contact your veterinarian if you have questions regarding your pet.
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FALL OR
AUTUMN?
Why does the third season of the year have
two names? Some call it Fall while to others it
is Autumn but wait a moment, back in the day,
there were only two seasons; hot and cold,
summer and winter. The other two were
thought to be secondary and too unimportant
to be named.
At first, when it finally got a name, the third
season was called Harvest for obvious reasons
but after the fall of the farms and the rise of
the towns, such a term became obsolete.
Autumn came into play in England and is still
called that to this date. When people came to
North America, they discovered that in the
first season, leaves spring on the trees and in
the third season, leaves fall and that’s how
Spring and Fall came into being and we use
those terms today.
It’s been said that those in England regret not
catching on to the name Fall when they had
the chance but hey, they missed out.
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4833 Southgate
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

723-4940
723-7270
723-9850

Want To Attract
Attention?
Put your ad
here!

BRAIN TEAZER

Answers on page 5
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Crowning Glory
Coiffures
250-724-3531

NOT YOUR GRANDMOTHER’S
TONI!
Q: How do perms work and
are they all the same?
Great question but before I can answer
how perms work, we need to look at
the structure of hair.

Hair really is composed of three distinct
layers
The medulla, the deepest layer, which can be found in large
and thick hair, is surrounded by the cortex. The cortex is where the
strength, texture and color of the hair can be found. The strength of
the hair is from a large protein called Keratin. This is the layer that
stylists use to change color of hair and the shape of hair, like a perm.
The outside layer is called the cuticle, which is a thin, colorless tube.

Looking at a simplified anatomical structure of the cortex, perms
work by breaking the disulfide bonds and remaking the bonds in a
different place in the cortex. So the size of the perming rods
determine the shape of the curl, the smaller the rods, the tighter
the curl.
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The scope of looks obtainable from perms is from a simple body wave to a tight afro. The
stylists at the Crowning Glory can craft a style that suits your lifestyle.
The second part of your question … are all perms the same? This is the junction in which
chemistry meets artistic style and technical expertise. The processing time for perms
depends on a multitude of factors such as medications taken, condition of the hair and the
body, or any natural wave, of the hair.
For new clients, a stylist will ask about past history of perms, medication, and whether hair
is hard to perm and will determine your hair needs. The stylist will check the curl in several
spots during processing and by looking at the hair, will be able to estimate how much time
is needed to alter the disulphide bonds. This step of checking is critical as over processed
hair will be frizzy.
Once the hair is curled, it needs to be neutralized. The stylist will use the second solution to
stop the chemical reaction and stabilize the disulphide bonds. Permed hair will relax 20%
after the first two weeks and the stylist will take this into account when choosing the size of
rods to use.
The two perming solutions the stylists use at the hair salon are ACCLAIM and ISO. ISO
costs a bit more but is gentler and doesn’t leave a chemical residue smell.
ACCLAIM PERMS, short hair, wash and wear, regular $56.00 plus tax with senior’s $54.00
plus tax. IS0 PERMS, short hair, wash and wear, regular $66.00 plus tax with seniors
$62.50 plus tax

SAVE THE TAX ON A PERM
offer expires on October 31, 2018
BOOK WITH
KIM
CROWNING
GLORY COIFFURES
BAILLIE
Isoand
perms
only D/T
allergy
(locally
owned
operated
since
1979)
ASHLYN is returning in September
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Have you ever slept on ‘woven moonlight’?
That is what the ancient Egyptians called
linen and you will see why if you are ever
lucky, or smart, enough to buy the softest of
sheets and pillowcases made of Irish linen
and dripping with lace.
Linen is a higher-quality, natural fabric made
from the flax plant which was introduced to
Ireland by Phoenician traders who brought it
there from Egypt over 2,000 years ago.
The people of Ireland grew the plant. They
separated the linen fibres from the stems and
spun and wove them into fine fabric.
During the 17th century, political factors
encouraged the production of linen in Ireland
to stop the importing of Irish woolens to
England because it was competing with their
products. Later, when cotton manufacturing
was being mass produced in England, linen
remained a cottage industry in Ireland.

It is used for drapes of distinction, and of
course, to create a romantic ambience in the
bedroom. The softness of the sheets against
your skin, the lace to slide through your
fingers, the pillows to delight your eyes,
cannot fail to give you a feeling of luxury.

In the 1800’s, mechanized flax spinning took
hold and in the next 200 years or so, the
linen market rose and fell. Recently, there
has been a major comeback in the industry.

If your look is rustic, the fine finish of the
bedding would look wonderful against
rough, grey boards and would create a lovely
contrast against an old, iron headboard.

You can go to family- run fabric factories in
Ireland today that take the finest of linen
from the field to the storefront.

Linen is perfect if you want a French
provincial look. Just add a chandelier, some
toile wallpaper, an old chest of drawers, a
soft rug, a gilded mirror and a slipper chair
and, at least at night, you may well believe
that you are in Tuscany. Sweet dreams!

Linen is a decorator’s dream used to conjure
up romantic visions of slouchy slipcovers
and fat cushions in a whitewashed, stone
cottage by the sea with linen tea towels
blowing softly in the breeze outside.
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Ravenously.
Starving for whatever will trigger that brief, brief
Rush.
So that we, for a instant, only a fleeting instant
Forget.
Lover’s caress, wine, song…
We fill up our time
Dwelling in the realm of imagination.
Pretending that it is all going to be ok.
The ugly truth is that death is waiting.
Lurking
Hunting us.
Our Past, our Present, our Future reeks of Death.
There is nothing that we can do about it.
Nothing
Except choke on the stench.
So why do we think on such things?
Why waste this fragile, iridescent bubble of the
Present
Which shines prettily in the weak fall sun.
Why? I can’t help it.
Sometimes I simply Forget
To pretend with the rest.
With an exhale the bubble pops.
Do I make another?
Knowing that in the end it does not really matter.
Eventually our silly, destructive species will be gone.
And even the sun will
Die.
Who can tell what will come after.
I shrug and close my eyes.
Wishing for that blissful, blissful state of a
Cat. Worm. Fish.
To know only the Now.
They do not have to forget because they do not
know…
Amnesia of a kind.
I guess. I shrug.
The sun is still shining and with every
proton of light it warms my skin.
I sigh. It feels good for now.
And that has to be enough. It is all we ever haveThis peaceful moment in which to Forget.

Forget
By A. Damant
We spend our precious, fragile lives trying desperately
to Forget.
Trapped, caged, in a singular, tiny, tiny point in time
We cannot
Change
The Past.
And as we peer into the autumn fog, squinting
We cannot see the Future.
In a heartbeat the present metamorphoses into a
Butterfly . Dragon. Storm.
And we find ourselves enduring whatever
Comes.
Whatever.
And we are helpless.
It is a uniquely human condition. To know what was.
To Know
With bittersweet certainty that in the end we will face
Love.
Death.
Pain which steals the breath.
And gasping we push through for one more
Day. Hour. Minute.
Pretending with pasted smiles firmly fixed that we can
Control
Our fate.
That time is guaranteed.
There will be a tomorrow, there will
Be.
We swallow the lie.
We must.
The only way to slay the dragon of hideous truth
is to exist numbly in a waking dream of our own
creation.
Willfully ignoring the fire breathing beast next door.
So we consume, consume
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Lorena/Rusty
rd

3599 3 Avenue * Tel: 250-723-3712 * Fax: 250-723-9499
alberniglass@shaw,ca
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STUFFED ZUCCHINI
6 zucchini, trimmed
salt
1 ounce crustless white bread
milk for soaking
1/2 cup ricotta or soft curd cheese
¼ teaspoon dried oregano
1clove garlic, crushed
1/3 cup grated Parmesan cheese
egg yolk
freshly ground black pepper

1

Cook the zucchini in a large pan of boiling salted
water for five minutes and then drain.
Meanwhile, soak the bread in milk until softened.
Squeeze dry. Cut the zucchini in half lengthwise
and scoop out the centres using a teaspoon,
leaving long, boat shaped cases for filling.
Chop the zucchini centres finely, put into a bowl
and add the bread, Ricotta, oregano, garlic,
Parmesan, egg yolk, pepper and salt. Mix
thoroughly. It should be fairly soft, if too stiff,
add a little milk.
Fill the zucchini cases and spread the stuffing flat.
Arrange zucchini close together in a single layer
in an oiled, shallow baking tray or dish.
Place in a preheated 375 degree oven and cook 35
to 40 minutes until the zucchini are tender and the
filling a golden brown. Serve immediately.
Serves 3 to 4.

DID YOU KNOW?
The zucchini is not a vegetable
although we treat it like one, it is a
fruit. Like other fruits, it does not
have much natural sugar but it has a
high water content and is low in
calories. It can be added to desserts to
give a hint of flavor.
You can throw zucchini on the grill
with a little butter or olive oil and
seasoning. Basil and oregano go
incredibly well with zucchini.
Try deep fried zucchini fritters as a
delicious snack with less calories than
fries or try it sauteed with onions and
tomatoeson the stove for a nice side
dish
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Memories of fall

 Get to go to the pumpkin patch
 Football season arrives
 The indescribable smell of fallen leaves
 Cornstalks, hay bales, chrysanthemums
for decorating the front porch
 Crisp morning air, dew on the grass
 Hot chocolate with marshmallows
Something
done at the
wrong time
should be
regarded as
not done!

 Pumpkin pie and Thanksgiving dinner
 A whole new season of programs on TV
 The beautiful brushstrokes of color on
the Beaufort Range
 Costumes, parties, candy. To see the
little ones dressed up for the first time
for Halloween is the most precious memory
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RUNNING
FOR
PORT
ALBERNI
MAYOR
2018
We are proud to introduce you to a few hardy
souls, on the next two pages, who are letting
their names stand for the position of mayor in
the upcoming municipal election. Be warned
that other people may be in the race as the
time for entering does not end until September
21st so you may be faced with a few other
candidates to choose from.
The mayor sets the agenda for council and
presides at the council meetings. With his
council, the mayor works to establish a
strategic plan for the city. Together, they
oversee the work of the Chief Administrative
Officer. The mayor also collaborates with the
personnel committee when hiring for senior
administrative positions.
It is a big job. It is not unusual for a mayor to
spend anywhere from 50 to 80 hours a week
on the job. It is often a thankless job and is
certainly not a walk in the park (of which Port
Alberni has many).
So, why does anyone want to stand up and put
themselves forward as a candidate for this
position? Well you may ask.

The thing is, each of the candidates has a
different idea of where the city should be going.
Each one of them feels passionate about their
beliefs and each one of them thinks they are the
person to make it happen.
Each one of these candidates is on fire with their
vision and the biggest task they face right now is
to get you to see that vision as well and buy in to
it as you are the one person that can make their
dream for this town into a reality, the one person
that can give them the power to carry the vision
out, the one person with the power of decision.
Whichever person you choose to take the city
into the next four years will be a bold leader
with bold ideas. To be fair about this, you need
to be well informed and you need to listen to
each candidate before you make a decision that
will chart the course of this town. Each of them
deserves at least that much.
The biggest thing you need to do is go out and
vote. Not everyone in the world has a chance to
shape their destiny in this way, so make the most
of it on October 20, 2018.
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MIKE RUTTAN
is the current mayor of Port Alberni. He is proud of what has
been accomplished in the last four years starting with the
adoption of a strategic plan to guide the decision making,
major investments in industry and housing, an improved
relationship with First Nations and expansion of our park
system. Mike has always been dedicated to creating
opportunities for young people.
As mayor, Mike wants to stay the course and follow up the
long term plan to build the city’s financial reserves with
moderate and predictable tax increases. He looks forward to
working on a number of initiatives to diversify our economy
as well as upgrading the aging infrastructure.
Mike has lived in the Alberni Valley all his life and has raised his family here. After a career in
Education, he was prompted to seek the Mayor’s office out of concern that our city wasn’t headed
in a direction that would create opportunities for young people. “With your continued support, I
look forward to the opportunity to serve as your mayor for the next four years,” Mike says.

KEVIN WRIGHT
is running for mayor of Port Alberni on a campaign of
change. He wants to rekindle the entrepreneurial spirit of
this community and forge a new economy, one that brings
jobs and builds business.
Kevin wants to create a healthy economy that will
encompass new industry and business to make jobs and
remake our future. He wants to fix the roads and
infrastructure of the town and deal with the social issues to
better the lives of all of us.
Kevin is concerned that if we do not change, we will face
further taxation in order to maintain our community and
believes that will make it harder to grow our city.
Kevin is the owner of, and inspiration behind, Steampunk Café and the president of the Southport
Merchant’s Association. He is married with four children. For over thirty years he travelled the
country and worked with some of the best marketing minds in Canada before settling in Port
Alberni. The one thing that stuck in his mind was: “YOU make your own success,”
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JOHN DOUGLAS
Positive community leadership is what John is taking to
the mayoral race. He will be proactive and foster
opportunities rather than be reactive in a negative ‘slash
and burn’ technique. He wants a healthy economy.
John wants to create more options when it comes to
healthcare, education, beautifying our surroundings,
encouraging innovative and diverse economic initiatives,
investing in areas that move us forward and an
environment that will encourage new jobs, healthy housing
and new business. According to John, “Opportunity will
not come to us unbidden while we sit back and wait for the
next success to come along.”
John came to Port Alberni as a paramedic in 2004 and served as Mayor from 2011 to 2014. It
has been said that the achievements he made then were just a warm-up. John is a loving
husband and father who would like another chance to take the city of Port Alberni in the
direction of his vision. “I share a love of life and a love for our valley,” he says.

GARY ROBERTSON
has a vision for Port Alberni as a cleaner, safer, affordable
and financially vibrant city; he would increase the tax base
through development and boundary expansion, create tax
incentives for high density development in strategic zones
and investigate private partnership building of a new pool.
Working on crime reduction is a priority as is a four year
phasing out of the subsidies at McLean Mill. Gary would
ensure that Thunder in the Valley moves back to the
airport and the water bomber stays in the valley.
Gary wants to clean up the waterfront and has plans for
rezoning and waterfront design from Canal Beach to
Victoria Quay.

and

Gary has lived in the Alberni Valley for fourteen years and in that time has raised a family and
operated a successful local business ‘Alien Sports’. Gary has a passion about uptown
revitalization. He would be a diligent crusader for crime reduction and decrease the size of the
bylaw department and its bylaws.
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Double double toil and trouble,
fire burn and caldron bubble.
Fillet of fenny snake, in the
caldron boil and bake; eye of
newt and toe of frog, wool of
bat and tongue of dog, adder’s
fork and blind worm’s string,
lizard’s leg and howler’s wing
foo a charm of powerful
trouble.
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KRAZY KOLORING
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PORT ALBERNI
47th SALMON FESTIVAL & DERBY
August 31, September 1, 2, 3, 2018
3500 Harbour Road
Go to the bottom of
Argyle Street and
turn right on
Harbour Road or
take 3rd Avenue to
Kingsway and
watch for signage
for Tyee Landing

Was caught in 1982
and
Weighed in at
60 lbs 8 oz
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